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Section A :

Physique ’ théorique.

ABSTRACT. - A full logic L is called regularly full if for any noncompa-
tible elements a, bEL and any E &#x3E; 0 there exists a state m on L such that

m(a) = 1, ~(~) ~120148. We show that the uniqueness problem for obser-
vables (as posed by S. Gudder [4] ] [5 ]) has a positive answer in regularly
full logics.

RESUME. - Une logique « complète » est dite « régulièrement completes
si pour tout couple a, b~L d’elements non compatibles et tout E &#x3E; 0, il
existe un etat m sur L tel que m(a) = 1, ~(h) &#x3E; 1 - 8. On montre que Ie
probleme d’unicite pour les observables (tel qu’il est pose par S. Gudder [4] J
[5 ]) a une réponse positive dans une logique regulierement complete.

1. INTRODUCTION

Suppose that the means of two bounded observables on a logic are equal
in every state. Does this imply that the observables must be equal ? It does
if the logic is that of projectors of a Hilbert space (see S. Gudder [5]) but
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70 P. PTÁK

one does not seem to know the answer for general logics. A partial result
was obtained by S. Gudder [5] who proved that if one of the observables
is « relatively simple » (has at most one limit point in its spectrum) then
the answer is yes. He did not impose any particular condition on the logic.
We bring another partial solution by pursuing the problem along a diffe-
rent line. We show that the answer is yes for arbitrary observables if we
assume that the logic in question possesses a « relatively rich » set of states
(see the abstract for a more rigorous definition).

2. LOGICS. BASIC NOTIONS AND RESULTS

DEFINITION 1.1. - A logic is a triple (L, ~,’), where L is a nonvoid
set with a partial ordering ~ and ’ is a unary operation on L such that
the following conditions are satisfied (the symbols V, 11 stand for the
induced lattice-theoretic operations) :

il there ic the least element fl ir, T

distinct E N then

We shall simply write L instead of (L, ~/) and we shall reserve the
letter L for logics. The 6-algebras and the lattice of projectors of a Hilbert
space may serve for basic examples of logics.

DEFINITION 1. 2. - Two elements a, b E L are called orthogonal b’.
More generally, two elements a, bEL are called compatible (in symbols :
a -~ b) if there are three mutually orthogonal elements b 1, c such that

Let us now recall basic properties of logics.

PROPOSITION 1.3. - (1) There is the greatest element 1 = 0’ in any
logic L.

Proof See S. Gudder [5] for (1), (2) ,(3). The details of (4) can be found
in J. Brabec, P. Ptak [1 ].
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DEFINITION 1. 4. - A state on a logic L is a mapping m : L -~ ( 0,1 )&#x3E;
such that

ii) if is a sequence of mutually orthogonal elements of L

then ~(

Let us denote by the set of all states on a logic L, It is known (see
F. W. Shultz [6 ]) that 9’(L) may be either a void set or a singleton or an
infinite (strongly convex) set. Naturally, the logics important within the
quantum theories are supposed to have a reasonably rich set of states.

DEFINITION 1.5. - A logic is called quite full if the following impli-
cation holds true : If b then there is a state m E 9’(L) such that

= 1, 1.
The latter definition is a standard one (see S. Gudder [4] ] [5 D. We streng-

then quite fullness to some extent and arrive thus at a type of logics we shall
be interested in throughout the present paper.

DEFINITION 1.6. - A logic L is called regularly full if 9’(L) fulfils the
following requirements :

i ) if a E L, ~ =~ 0 then there exists a state mE 9’(L) such that m(a) = 1,
ii)) if a ~ b and we are given an 8, 8 &#x3E; 0 then there is a state mE 9’(L)

such that m(a) = 1, ~(~) ~120148.

PROPOSITION 1.7. - Any regularly full logic is quite full.

Proof Let L be a regularly full logic and let us suppose that ~ ~ ~
b then there exist mutually orthogonal elements c

such that a = a1 1 V c, b = b 1 V c. Since a  b then a 1 ~ 0 and we have
a state mE 9’(L) such that m(a 1 ) = 1. It follows that m(a) = 1 and 

If a ffi b then a ~ b’ and we have a state mE 9’(L) such that m(a) = 1,
~(?’) ~ 1/2. Since m(b’) = 1 - m(b), we see that m(b)  1/2 and the proof
is finished.

Let us consider the class of regularly full logics. Due to Gleason’s theo-
rem (see A. Gleason [2 ]), the Hilbert space logic L(H), dim H ~ 3, is not
regularly full. Any quite full cr-algebra is evidently regularly full. More

generally, any representable logic (so called 6-class, see S. Gudder [5 ])
is regularly full. Even more generally, the large class of logics in which
any two non-compatible elements have both « probability 1 » in a state
consists of regularly full logics. But there are regularly full logics outside
the latter class as the following example shows.

Example. There is a regularly full logic L with two noncompatible
Vol. XXXVIII, n° 1-1983.
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elements a, bEL such that m(a) = 1 = m(b) does not hold for any mE 
We determine the example by a Greechie diagram (see the figure below).

We allow ourselves to assume that the reader is familiar with the inter-

pretation of the diagram (see R. Greechie [3 ], F. W. Shultz [6 ], etc.). Let
us only recall that the « points » of the diagram are the atoms of the logic
and those « points » belonging to an « abscissa » are atoms of a certain
Boolean subalgebra. The logic is thus built up of « Boolean blocks » by
« identifying » those atoms which are common to two blocks. A state on L
is then such an evaluation of the atoms that any sum over all values of

the atoms of a Boolean block is 1.

We first claim that the logic L determined by the above Greechie dia-

gram is regularly full. One sees easily that if we take two noncompatible
atoms p, q E L, (p, q) ~ (a, b) then there exists a state m E 9’(L) such that

m(p) = 1 == m( q). Now let we are given £, 0  8  1. One can check that

there is a state m E 9’(L) such that m(a) = 1, m(b) = 1 - 8. Indeed, we put

m(e) = 0 and we further set m( f ) = £, = 1 - £ for any i. = 1, 2, 3, ....

(We can do it even in such a manner that only finately many Zi have a non-

zero evaluation.)
On the other hand, if m(a) = 1 = m(b) for a state m E then
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73REGULARLY FULL LOGICS AND THE UNIQUENESS PROBLEM

implies that m(d) + m(e) + m(zi) = 0 which is absurd.
i= 1

3. OBSERVABLES. THE UNIQUENESS PROBLEM

We shall show now that the problem of the uniqueness of observables
has a positive answer for regularly full logics. Let us denote by B(R) the
(7-algebra of Borel subsets of the real line R and recall the notion of obser-
vable (see V. S. Varadarajan [7], S. Gudder [5 ], etc.).

DEFINITION 2.1. - AnobservableonalogicLisamappingx:B(R)  L
such that

An observable is called bounded if there is a bounded set A, A E B(R)
such that x(A) = 1.

Let L be a logic and let x be a bounded observable on L. Take a state
m E g(L). Then mx = m ~ x is a probability measure on B(R) and the

integral m(x) _ exists. Suppose now that L is quite full and x, y

are bounded observables on L. The question is : If the equality m(x) = m(y)
is fulfilled for all m E ~(L), does it imply that x = y ? We show that it
indeed does provided L is regularly full. Let us state first a lemma.

LEMMA 2.2. - Let L be a quite full logic and let x, y be two obser-
vables. If m(x) = m(y) for any m E ~(L) and if ~(2014oo,r) -~ y ~ r, +00)
for any r E R, then x = y.

Proof 2014 We shall show that x( - oo, r) = y( - oo, r) for any r E R. This
will suffice since if two observables agree on all generators of B(R), they
have to agree on the entire B(R).
Put c = x( - A ~ ( ~ + (0). If c =1= 0 then there is a state mE g(L)

such that m(c) = 1. Since ~[jc(-oo~)] = 1 and m is count ably additive,
there must exist an s, s  r such that m [x( - ] &#x3E; 0. Therefore

~(x)~r.~[~r)] +5.~[~-(2014oo~) ] ~.~[~r)] +r.~[~(2014oo~) ] = r.

Vol. XXXVIII, n° 1-1983.
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On the other hand, ~(~) ~ r which is absurd. It follows that c == 0 and
therefore x( - oo, r) ~ y ( r, + ooV = y( - oo, r). The inequality

derives dually. The proof is finished.

THEOREM 2 . 3. - Let L be a regularly full logic and let x, y be bounded
observables. If m(x) = m(y) for any m E then x = y.

Proof - Suppose that x =t= y. According to Lemma 2.2, there exists
an r E R such that x( - oo, r) +# y  r, + oo). Since

then there exists a number n E N such that x( - oo, r -1/n) +++ y ~ r, + oo).
Choose real numbers K, E such that y(2014 K,K)&#x3E;=1 and ~(r + K)  1/n.
Take a state m E satisfying m [x( - oo, r -1/n) ] =1, m [y ~ r, + oo ) ] &#x3E; 1- ~.
Then and ~(y)~(l-~-8K=r-8(r+K). We see that

m(x)  m( y) which is a contradiction. This completes the proof.
Our result extends the area, of logics where the uniqueness problem has

a positive answer and thus supports the conjecture that there is a positive
answer in general. It seems to be desirable to find a common proof of our
result and the proof of the « uniqueness theorem » for Hilbert logic. We
are not able to do so for the time being.
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